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- Use Times New Roman, font size 12, set margins to 1”, and set spacing to double space
- Page 1 is the title page: includes a running head and abbreviated title (typed in all CAPS) and is located at the top of the paper, left aligned
- Page number 1 located at the top right side
- The full title of the paper is located a few lines down from the top and is centered
- The name of the author is provided
- The course number or institution name is provided

The reference page is located at the end of an APA Style paper. The word References is typed on the first line and should be centered. Reference list tips:

- List sources in alphabetical order by lead author
- Use hanging indent
- Punctuation and formatting are very important! Pay attention to the positioning of periods and commas, when to use italics, and many other subtle details when creating reference citations for various types of sources
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